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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
This is a hands-on, interdisciplinary design literacy class. Fiction, chess, time, your sock drawer, and even 
your dreams have engaging and instructive design use in the product of design. This course broadens and 
deepens students’ critical thinking skills, creativity and conceptualization by using the world around us.  
A core communication naturally exists within each design task, and when approached with refined creative 
thinking tools, the power of its message can emerge. This, in turn, enables the audience’s easy 
comprehension and reaction. 
This course is born from the idea that the designer builds the context of the design space in the listening 
process that precedes the designing. Students will gain an appreciation of this most fragile and powerful 
phase in the design process—which we will address and refine in this course. 
This tried-and-true approach promises to be not only fun, but also is an asset that has proven results on 
the global market today. 
 
 
1          INTRODUCTIONS: WHAT IS DESIGN, WHAT DOES IT DO? Student introductions question. 
            LECTURE: How the game of Chess can inform strategic thinking and geometrics in 

design. A scenario of a chess game involving all the players, the 
designer, the design, the audience, the client and the magic in between 
will be discussed and demonstrated. 

 READING:  Stewart Brand, How buildings learn 
HOMEWORK:  URBAN DIARY #1: begin sketch notes (3) and your 5 questions that 

design should answer. Allow history to influence your thoughts as you 
draw. Think about Brand’s insights in architecture and history to your 
work. 

 Play a game of chess with a friend or classmate and discuss this lecture 
with them. Be prepared to say a few things in the next class. 

 
2 LECTURE:  CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP: Action, movement, emotion. 
 READING:  Lajos Egri, The Art of Dramatic Writing 

HOMEWORK:  URBAN DIARY #2: Apply Egri’s assertions on the unity of opposites and 
orchestration to a design of your own or to your first 3 sketches in UD 
#1. A paragraph on the application of this thinking to your own design. 

HOMEWORK 2:  Casual relationship and hierarchy: Analyze your sock drawer. Color, 
Composition, Hierarchy. What decisions have your made in arrangement 
and what story does this tell about your past, present and future? 

 
 
3 LECTURE:   TIME, NARRATIVE ATMOSPHERE. 



To see time as a central localizing theme when designing the 
framework of experience. Time as Agent, time as attractor and center, 
time as placement, grounding principle.    They will begin to see time as a central localizing theme when designing the framework of the experience Time as Agent, Time as Center, Time as a Tool for localization. 

 READING:  Alan Lightman, Einstein’s Dreams 
HOMEWORK:  Cluster matrix: Scene, Atmosphere, Color, Object, and Time categories. 

Use the elements of your dream. Present 5 usable clusters and your 
chosen interaction media. E.g. Choices: Film, book, website, brochure, 
chat room, educational CD-Rom, Collateral program. 

 
 
4. LECTURE:  STORY/THEMATICS— Principles vs. Tools.  

What story is being told in a brand or a functional product? And how 
does the story help the audience identify their needs and respond 
accurately? 
 
What is at the center of the design’s communication?          
READING: Work on mid-term. Use the phone tree. Help each other. 

HOMEWORK:  Show and tell: found objects of inspiration: passages of URBAN DIARY 
#3, pertaining to found objects and design question.  

 
5.  MIDTERM:   PRESENTATIONS First iteration: turn in doc. Class feedback   
    for design round 2. 

LECTURE: WHEN WE TALK ABOUT FLOW, SYNTAX, AND VISUAL POETRY 
 

 
6.          MIDTERM Part 2:  PRESENTATIONS all.  Second iteration. Present and then test. One at a 

time. 
    Reading: Shakespearean Design, Mark Rose 
 HOMEWORK:   URBAN DIARY #4, collage and collection exercise 
 
 
7          LECTURE: DRAMATIC ACTS OF DESIGN: The power of design as social 

conversation. Will pull from my book, ‘Dramatic acts of design’ in 
preparation for in class exercise in the deconstruction of a website in 
the context of communication effect and social context. We are looking 
for trends and breaking down the conversation that is being 
communicated through design. 

 
            HOMEWORK:  URBAN DIARY #5: Color fans, Albers Interaction techniques. 
 
8          LECTURE: HOW DO WE SEE?: What is prioritization, hierarchy, how does seeing 

influence our decisions? 
READING: Andy Goldsworthy hand-out and James Elkins: The object stares back: 

On the nature of seeing 



HOMEWORK:  Categorize styles of interaction clean your office or study space: 
question every container you choose and watch what you put in each 
container. One page. 

 
9          LECTURE: EMOTIONAL MEMORY, VIEWS OF COMMERCIAL DESIGN: Advertising and 

brands as well as prominent sites will be covered in this lecture in terms 
of personality, expression, effectiveness. What is an emotional hook? 
How to quantify this very powerful attribute in the building of our 
designs. 

READING: Feng Shui 
HOMEWORK:  Do one Feng Shui exercise and write a paragraph or two on the 

emotional results or change. 
 

10         LECTURE: REAL WORLD APPLICATION: CREATIVE LITERACY: We will discuss 
specific examples of how our work in this class applies to various 
design and client scenarios. A slideshow of current products, 
advertising and graphics for companies such as Saatchi, LookSmart, 
Macromedia, and Apple Computer that I produced for the international 
market and how these techniques were applied will be presented.  

READING:  
HOMEWORK:  In class discussion. 
 
 
 

BIOGRAPHY 
 
Niya Sisk has produced world-class award winning designs for over a decade. 
Among a client list that most recently includes Microsoft Inc., Sisk’s designs set the next generation of brand identity for 
Claris Corporation’s product suite, and for Saatchi & Saatchi International’s global extranet in the advertorial world of 
Hewlett Packard.  She served as an infomercial producer for Apple Creative Services, and as the lead interface designer 
for Macromedia’s (now Apple’s) award-winning Final Cut Pro 1.0. 
 
Sisk’s specialized training includes international color palette design – a critical asset in a global client arena where 
branding and identity must be culturally relevant to succeed.  Her articles on color and semiotics underscore the 
importance of effective symbol and language cues, and have appeared in Communication Arts Magazine, the Design 
Annual.  
 
In addition to her design work, she has lectured at Universal Studios, chaired the interface panel for KQED, and taught, 
“Empowering the Audience,” an interaction design course at San Francisco State University. With a degree in 
psychology and a strong background in art, Sisk’s expertise is visual design and human factors.   
 
She leverages a diverse personal background in graphics, painting, writing, teaching, research, and consulting to 
achieve creative excellence, and successfully merges sensitivity to human experience with an awareness of current 
social trends.  The result is a synthesis of strategy, imagination, and aesthetic power. 


